SPACE TO GROW T SHIRTS

The school has done a T Shirt with the Space To Grow logo as a minor fund raising activity. These high quality T Shirts are sold at RO 4.000 only.

The student leaders will sell this item on the 20th December during the PTI.

I request all parents to purchase one or more of these T Shirts as a further contribution towards the new building project of the school.

BOOK COVERS

Some book covers done by the 5 S Task Force as a fund raising activity are still available for sale.

These covers are sold in bundles of 10 large covers or 12 small covers.

Each bundle costs RO 1.000 only.

Please purchase these Space To Grow book covers for your child’s exercise books for the new term.

PROGRESS REPORTS FOR YEAR 4 STUDENTS

The Progress Reports of Year 4,5,6,7 are now ready and they have been issued to the class teachers. The money (RO 1.000) will be debited to the accounts of the relevant parents. If any parent has already paid for the SRB, please send the receipt to the class teacher for the money to be refunded.

YEAR 12 AND 13 PHYSICS PRACTICAL PAPERS (WRITTEN ALTERNATIVES)

The Physics teachers will conduct a few additional practical classes in the first 2 weeks of next term and conduct the Physics Practical Papers in the third week in January. Parents are requested to ensure that the students do the practicals as well as the test. Students who are doing the repeat units in the January Examination session will be given the practical papers after the Edexcel papers.

GENERAL PARENTS’ MEETING

The GPM will be conducted at 20.00 hours on 19th December. Please attend.

PARENT TEACHER INTERACTION

The PTI will be conducted from 17.00 to 21.00 hours on 20th December. Attendance of all parents is very important.

Somabandhu Kodikara

Principal